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ABSTRACT 
Given a matrix pair Z = (A, B), the perturbation of its eigenvalues (a, 8) is 
studied. Considering two pairs Z, W as points of the Grassmann manifold Gn,an and 
its eigenvalues as points in G,,,, the projective complex plane, the distance of the 
spectra, measured in the chordal metric in G,,,, is bounded by some distance of the 
matrix pairs in G,,a,,. Analogs of the Bauer-Fike theorem, Henrici’s theorem, and 
the Hoffman-Wielandt theorem are obtained, from which the “classical” results can be 
derived. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall treat the perturbation of the eigenvalues of the 
generalized eigenvalue problem 
PAX = aBr. (o-1) 
Here A, B are complex n x n matrices, x a nonzero vector, and ((Y, /I) * (0,O) 
a pair of complex numbers. 
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In the case of the classical eigenvalue problem Ax = hx, there is a series of 
theorems which give bounds on the perturbation of the spectrum of A 
depending on A and the norm of the perturbation of A. For citing these 
results we introduce some notation. Let A and C have the eigenvalues Xi and 
pi, i=l,..., n, respectively. S,(C) = maxi min j]pLi - h j] is the spectral varia- 
tion of C with respect to A, and u(A, C)= min,maxi]hi - ~“~(~~1, where 7~ 
runs through the permutations of (1,. . . , n}, is the eigenvalue variation of A 
and C [3]. Let I] ]I denote the usual Euclidean vector norm, I( )I s the spectral 
norm, and (1 ]IF the Euclidean matrix norm. 
THEOREM 0.1 (Bauer and Fike [l]). Zf A is diagonalizable, i.e. there 
exists a nonsingular n x n-matrix T such that 
then 
A=Tdiag(X,,...,A,)T-‘, 
s,(C) G IITll2llT-‘ll2llA - CIl2. 
THEOREM 0.2 (Henrici [3]). Zf A is the 11 I),-departure from nmmaZity of 
AandA*O,then 
S*(C) G - g Ty, IIA - CII,, 
A 
n ’ = I/A - C((, ’ 
where g,,(x) is the inverse function of x + x2 + . . . + x” for nonnegative x. 
If A is normal, then by Theorem 0.1 
s,(C) =z IIA - Cl127 
but we have an even stronger result. 
THEOREM 0.3 (Hoffman and Wielandt [4]). Zf A and C are both normal, 
then 
v(A, C) < rn: (XIX, - P,,(~~I~)“~ G [IA - C(J,. 
I 
What are the corresponding results for the generalized eigenvalue problem 
(0. l)? 
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It is reasonable to consider an eigenvalue ((u, p) * (0,O) as a point in the 
projective complex plane G,,, and measure the distance between two points 
in the chordal metric 
(O-2) 
(see e.g. [7], [8], [9]). If 2 = (A, B) is a pair of n X n matrices, identified with 
the n x 2n matrix Z, then obviously ZZ = (TA, TB) for a nonsingular n X n 
matrix T has the same eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Hence we consider 
Z = (A, B) as an element of the Grassman manifold Gn,an of all n-dimensional 
subspaces of the 2ndimensional complex space C2” by identifying Z with the 
linear subspace Lz = (Zrx : x E C”} spanned by the row vectors of Z (see e.g. 
[6], [12]). Here we use the obvious fact that for a regular pair (A, B) [i.e. 
det(A + XB) s 0] the dimension of L, is n. 
If Z = (A, B), W = (C, D) are regular pairs, we use as a “distance” 
d,(Z, W) the “gap” between the corresponding subspaces L, and L,. Here 
the “gap” is defined in the usual way as the norm of the difference of the 
orthogonal projectors [5,8]. As those are given by 
Pz=ZH(ZZH)-lZ, P,=WH(wwH)-lW, (0.3) 
we have the metric 
d,(ZW)= ]]Pz - P,]/,=~(z”(zz”)-‘z-w”(WW”)-1w~(,. (0.4) 
Besides this we use (see also [S]) the metric 
d,(ZJv = !lJIIpz - PWII,. (0.5) 
Note that for n = 1, the projective complex plane G,,,, d, and d, coincide 
with the chordal metric (0.2). 
We shall show in the sequel that there are corresponding theorems 
replacing in (O.l)-(0.3) the distances between complex numbers and matrices 
by the chordal metric and d, or d, respectively. For this purpose one has to 
define “diagonalizable,” “normal,” and “departure from normality” for ma- 
trix pairs appropriately. 
In Section 1 we give the abovementioned definitions and some basic 
results. In the following sections we prove the corresponding “Bauer-Fike,” 
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“Henrici,” and “Hoffman-Wielandt” theorems. That these generalizations are 
not just formal ones is shown in the last section. Here the theorems (O.l)-(0.3) 
are derived by a limiting argument from the corresponding results for matrix 
pairs. This papers is a continuation of [12] (by Sun alone), where some of the 
following results (Theorem 2.2 in a special case, and Theorem 4.1) have been 
proved in a different way. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS 
Let cn. m denote the set of all n x m complex matrices. 
DEFINITION 1. Let A, B E C,, ,,. A vector x E C,,, x * 0, is an eigenvector 
of the matrix pair (A, B) corresponding to the eigenvalue (a, p), (Y, p E C, if 
(a, j3) f (0,O) and aBr = /IAx. 
DEFINITION 2. A matrix pair 2 = (A, B), A, B E C,, n is called a regular 
pair if det(A + XB)s 0. 
It is easy to see that rank( A, B) = n in this case and that AAH + BB H = 
ZZH is a positive definite n X n matrix. Here, as in the following, we consider 
Z as an element of Cn,sn. 
DEFINITION 3. A regular matrix pair Z = (A, B) is called diugonulizabb 
if there exists a basis of C” formed from eigenvectors of 2. It is called norrnul 
if,there exists an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors. 
For two regular pairs Z, W with eigenvalues (q, &), and ( yi, ai), respec- 
tively, we define the generalized spectral variation of W with respect to Z by 
and the generalized eigenvalue variation of Z and W by 
where v runs through all permutations of (1,. . . , n}. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that Z = (A, B) is a regular pair. Then it is 
diagonulizable if and only if there exist rwnsingular S, T E C,,, n and diagonal 
muttices A = diag(a,, . . . , a,), 52 = diag(&, . . . , &) such that 
SAT=A, SBT = G. (1.1) 
Proof. If (1.1) holds, then obviously the ith column ti of T satisfies ti * 0 
and &At, = ai Bti. As Z is regular, det(A + MJ) g 0 and hence (q, /3,) f (0,O). 
This shows that the ti form a set of n linearly independent eigenvectors, and Z 
is diagonalizable. 
Suppose now that there exist n linearly independent eigenvectors ti: 
aiBti =&Ati, Iail +[&1’* 0, i=l ,..., n. (1.2) 
Then the set of vectors 
i 
a; ‘Ati if ei * 0, 
4 = 
,8;‘Bti 
i=l 
if pi * 0, 
,...,n 0.3) 
is well defined. If T and R are the matrices the columns of which are the ti 
and the 4 respectively, then 
AT=RA, BT=RQ 0.4) 
hold, as is seen columnwise from (1.2) and (1.3). From Z = R(AT-‘,SJT-‘) 
and rank Z = n we get that R is nonsingular. Setting S = R - ’ gives (1.1). n 
Similarly one can prove 
THEOREM 1.2. A regular pair Z = (A, B) is norm& if and only if there 
exist a nonsingular matrix S, a unitary matrix U, and diagonal matrices 
A = diag(cx,), Q = diag(&) such that 
hold. 
SAW= A, SBU=O (1.5) 
The following results refer to the metrics d,, d, defined in the introduc- 
tion. Theorem 1.3 has been proved essentially in [ll]. 
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THEOREM 1.3. For given regular matrix pairs Z and W define the n x n 
m4ztrix 
Then H is nonnegative definite and 
d,(Z,W) = IIH(Z,W)“211,> (1.6) 
d&X) = llH(Z,W)1’2/1,. (1.7) 
Proof. Replacing Z, W by (ZZH))‘/2Z and (WWH))‘/2W respectively, 
we may assume that ZZH = WWH = 1’. The key observation is the following: 
For each number p2 the relation 
(z-ZWHwzH)Z-p2z=Z[(zHZ-WHW)2-p2z] (1.8) 
holds. If p is an eigenvalue of Pz - P, with eigenvector y, then by (1.8) p2 is 
an eigenvalue of H( Z, W) with eigenvector Zy * 0. On the other hand, if p2 is 
an eigenvalue of H( Z, W) with eigenvector v = Zy,, then for all y in the span 
of ye and L,i = (x : Zx = 0} we have HZy - p2Zy = 0. Hence by (1.8) ZKy = 0, 
where K =(Z”Z - WHW)2 - p2Z. This shows that K maps the n +l- 
dimensional subspace span( yO, L,I ) into Lg. 
Hence K is singular, and p or - p is an eigenvalue of Pz - P,. This 
implies (1.6). 
To prove (1.7), we use the fact that 
2dt(Z,W) = llPz - Pwllt= tr(ZHZ - WHW)2 
= tr(ZHZZHZ+ WHWWHW- ZHZWHW- WHWZHZ) 
= tr(ZZH)+tr(WWH) - 2tr(ZWHWZH) 
= 2(n - trZWHWZH). 
0ntheotherhand])H(Z,W)‘/2]]t=trH(Z,W)=n- trZWHWZH. n 
Note that it might be easier to calculate d,, F(Z, W) via H(Z, W), as 
NEG., ,,, while Pz - P, E C,, 2n. It should also be noted that another proof 
of (1,s) is possible by using Theorem 6.34, p. 56 in [5] and observing that 
IIWZWll2 = ll(Z - ~z%vll; = ll(Z - WPzll;. 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. Let 2 = (A, B), W = (C, D) be two regular pairs, 
ad x with (JxJ( = 1 (y,S) un eigenvalue of W such that (y12+)812 = 1, 
corresponding eigenvector. Then 
116Ax - yBxl( < d,(Z,W)WII,. 0.9) 
Proof. For convenience we assume ZZH=WWH = I. Then from 
SCx - yDx = 0 we infer 
6Ax - yBx = S(A - ZWHC)x - y(B - ZWHD)x 
= (A - ZWHC, B - ZW”D)( ““yx) = (Z - ZW”W)( $) 
and hence (1.9). 
Finally we shall need 
n 
PROPOSITION 1.5. For A, C E C,, n and 
w, = (C, rZ). T&n 
r > 0 let Z, = (A, rZ), 
i = 2, F. (1.10) 
Proof. By explicit calculation one gets 
lim f 
r-00 
,( zl”( z,zY) - lz, - wr”( w,wr”) - lw, 
(1.10) follows now from (0.3), (0.4), and (0.5). 
The following result helps to clarify the relation between the metric d, 
and the spectral norm II lj2. 
AH-CH 
0 
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PROPOSITION 1.6. For regular pairs Z and W 
d,(Z,W) = min{ll(ZZH) -“‘Z - TW)),, T EC,,+}. (1.11) 
Proof. We may assume ZZH = I. It is well known (see e.g. [5], [S]) that 
Using the fact that there exists a unitary transformation U mapping L, onto 
L, and L, onto L,, we see that both maxmin expressions above coincide 
and hence 
d,(ZJV = ,;y ,$F IF - Yll 
,,x,,-t w 
= zmEy Wmi; llZTz - WTwll . 
llall=i ” 
Specifying w = Tz, we have d,(Z,W)< J(ZT - WTTJ(, and 
4&W) < inf{)lZ - TWII,, T E C,,,}. (1.12) 
On the other hand, as {x E C,,, lllrlj = l} 3 {ZHy, y E C,, llyll = l}, 
I~zHZ-WH(wwH)-lW(lp>(,yx(~~[ZHZ-WH(wH)-lw]ZHY~~ 
= llZH - WH(WWH) -lWZHI(, = )(Z - ToWJ12, 
where To = ZWH(WWH)-‘. This together with (1.12) shows (1.11). n 
In particular, 
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2. THE BAUER-FIKE THEOREM 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Z = (A, B) be a diagonulizabb pair, and 
SAT = diag( ai ) = A, SBT=diag(&)=G, (2.1) 
with S, T E C,,s n nonsingular. Let W be a regular pair. Then 
(2.2) 
Proof. We may assume ZZH = I and (y, 6) an eigenvalue of W, 
Iyl2 + 1612 = 1. Th en according to Proposition 1.4 for the normalized eigenvec- 
tor x of W corresponding to (y, S), the inequality 
IlSAr - yBx(l 6 d,( 2, W) (2.3) 
holds. On the other hand, from (2.1) and ZZH = I, one has Z = AAH + BBH = 
S-l(RT-lT-HAH + S2T-1T-HPH)S-H, and hence yHSSHy = 
yH[A(THT)-‘AH + G(THT)-‘QH] y < II(THT)-‘l12yH(AAH + C@‘)y for all 
yECn, or 
yH(SSH)-1y>IIT-11(~2yH(AAH+QQH)-1y. (2.4) 
Now 
@Ax - ~Bx)~(GAx - yBx) 
= (T-‘x)~(SA - -&)HS-HS-‘(GA - yG)T-‘x 
>, (IT-111,2(T-1r)H(8A - yQH(SA - yQ)(AAH+ aaH) -‘T-‘x 
>, ll~-111~211Tll~“m~~2~(~, Y), (ai, Pi))* 
This together with (2.3) gives (2.2). 
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In the case of a normal pair 2, the matrix T in (2.1) can be chosen as 
unitary (see Theorem 1.2); hence we get at once 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Z = (A, B) be a nonnul pair and W a regular pair. 
Then 
Theorem 2.1 can also be applied to the definite generalized eigenvalue 
problem (see [lo], [13], [14]): We call 2 = (A, B) a definite pair if A, B are 
Hermitian and 
c(A, B) = min{[xH(A + iB)xl:ljxll = 1) > 0. (2.6) 
Here the following holds: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let Z = (A, B) be a definite pair and W a regular pair. 
Then 
S,(W) 6 “z”z 
c(A, B) 
d,(Z,W). (2.7) 
Proof. According to [lo, Corollary 2.31 there exists a nonsingular matrix 
Q such that 
Q*AQ = A = diag(cq), Q*BQ = S? = diag( pi) (2.8) 
andaf+&a=l,i=l,..., n. From (2.6) and (2.8) we get 
x*x . x*(A+if2)x = r*Q*(A+iB)Qzr 
x”Q”Qx xHx I I XHQHOX 
2 c(A, B), 
and hence 
llQ412 1 x”( A + i!d)x 
11412 ’ c(A,B) rHX ’ 
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which implies 
IlQllz G c( A, B) - ““. 
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m-0 
Furthermore, from (2.8) and AZ + a2 = I, 
I = Q”( AQQHA + BQQHB)Q, 
Q-“Q-l= AQQHA + BQQHB, 
and hence 
llQ-lll: =s llQll;llA2 + B211, Q 4% B) -lllZll;~ (2.10) 
(2.9), (2.10), and (2.2) yield now (2.7). n 
Let us remark that in [lo] and [14] bounds for v(Z, W) are derived, 
assuming that W is a definite pair, too. It is therefore not possible to compare 
the two results, even if one uses (1.13). 
3. THE HENRICI THEOREM 
For easy quotation we formulate Proposition 3.1, the proof of which 
follows exactly the proof of Hem-i&s Theorem 0.2 in [3] and is therefore 
omitted. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let T = A + M be a rwnsingukzr upper triangular 
matrix E c, n , with diagonal A and strictly upper triangular part M. Let 
m = llMl12 * 0 and llT-‘ll~l 6 r. Then 
minltiil Q g,(z,rj ) (3.1) 
whereg,istheinversefunctionofx+x2+... +x”forx>O. 
As a measure for the departure of a regular matrix pair Z = (A, B) from 
normality we introduce the following function: 
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Let us denote by Gx, the set of all matrix pairs (T, U) such that 
T is nonsingular, U is unitary, (3.2a) 
TA U and TB U are upper triangular, (3.2b) 
((TAu),~~‘+I(TBu),,~~=I, i=i,...,n. (3.2~) 
It has been shown in [7] that 9?7,, * 0. For (T, U) E %, define 
P(~,~) = ]](TAU- diag(TAU), TBU- diag(TBU))((,. 
Here we use the notation diag(A) for the diagonal matrix formed from the 
diagonal elements of A. We call 
m(Z)=min{~(T,U):(T,U)E‘&} (3.3) 
the departure of Z from normality. This is justified, because one can show by 
using compactness arguments, that there exists (T,, U,) E ‘X, such that 
P(T,?U,)GPL(T,U) V(T, U) E ?X,. 
It is obvious from (3.2) that m(Z) depends only on L, and that m(Z) = 0 if 
and only if Z is a normal pair. 
We are now able to formulate the analogue of Henrici’s Theorem 0.2: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Z, W be regular pairs, m(Z) the departure of Z from 
rwrmulity, and m(Z) f 0. Then 
S,(W)< - g yy, [l + m(Z)] d&J% m(z) 
n 
” [l+ m(Z)]d2(Z,W) ’ 
(3.4) 
Proof. By eventually multiplying Z = (A, B) from the left by a suitable 
n x n matrix, which doesn’t affect S,(W), m(Z), and y, we may assume 
A = (D, + M,)U, B=(D,+M,)U, (3.5) 
Uunitary,D,=diag(cyi),Dg=diag(~j),10,12+Ios12=Z,MAandMgst~ctly 
upper triangular, and ]](MA, M,)]], = m(Z). For an eigenvalue (y, 6) of W, 
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]y]’ +]S12 = 1, consider 
H=6(D*+M,)-y(D,+M,). 
Then HU = 6A - yB. Obviously it is only necessary to consider the case that 
(y, 6) is not an eigenvalueof 2. Then H-’ exists and jlH-‘ll~l = II(HU)-‘ll;l 
= 116A - y13-‘ll~1 < /6Ax - yBxJ[ for the normalized eigenvector x of W 
corresponding to (y, 6). Using Proposition 1.4, we get 
llH-‘Ill1 d ll(A, ~)Il,~,(~>W) d [II<% Qdl, +ll(%, %)I121 d2&W) 
= [1+ m(z)] d,(Z,W). (3.6) 
Applying now Proposition 3.1 to H, we get 
(3.7) 
where p = ]]SM, - yM,]], Q m(Z), r =(l+ m(Z))d2(Z,W). Observing that 
the (a,, &) are the normalized eigenvalues of Z, we get from (3.7) the desired 
result (3.4). n 
It is well known (see [3]) that the right-hand side of (3.1) tends to r if m 
tends to zero. Hence we get Theorem 2.2 from (3.4) for m(Z) + 0. 
4. THE HOFFMAN-WIELANDT THEOREM 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Z,W be two nmmul pqirs with eigenvalues (q, & ) 
and(yi,Si),i=l ,..., n, respectively. There exists a permutation v of (1,. . . , n} 
such that 
v(Z,W) < ( i p2((ai,Pi), (Y,(i)> ‘,r,)))“2’ dF(Z7W)* (4’1) 
i=l 
Proof. Using the notation Z = (A, B), W = (C, II), 
SAU, = A = diag(cu,), SSUl=G=diag(/3i), RAH+nQH=I 
TCU,=I=diag(y,), TLXJ2=A=diag(Si), FI’H+AAH=l 
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where S, T nonsingular, U,, V, unitary, we get after some manipulations 
PZ-P,=ZH(ZZH)-lZ-WH(wwH)-lW 
=(o” ,)[iiz 23 
-(r K; 2)(0”” o,H)l(o” $1 
=fj(&6f3H)(j”, where V = VIHV,, (4.2) 
and the definitions of 6, d, v, f are according to the preceding expression, 
e.g. 
Hence, as 0 is unitary, 
Here we remark that for the case V = P = permutation matrix we have, after 
some calculations, 
lli 
2 
f(P) = Ilk - mPHll; = AffA - PTrHrP A%! - PTArHP 
QHA - PTAHrP QHQ - PTAHAP F 
(4.4) 
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Here r(i) is defined by P via P’diag(t,LP = diag(tTci,). It is easy to see that 
the diagonal entries of (A - VpVH)(A - VrHVH) depend linearly on the 
numbers luik12, i, k = l,..., n, where V = (uik). Defining T%‘= (gik) by cik = 
loik12, @ is a bistochastic matrix and we have 
with a linear functional 1. As the bistochastic matrices form a convex 
polyhedron the vertices of which are the permutation matrices, there exists a 
permutation matrix P such that I( @) > Z(P). Hence 
Using (4.4) we get the second inequality in (4.1). As the first one is evident, 
the proof is completed. n 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
Despite of the great formal similarity, the “classical’ Theorems 0.1, 0.2 
and 0.3 are not special cases of the corresponding results for the generalized 
eigenvalue problem, namely Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 4.1. It is, however, 
possible to derive the former theorems from the letter ones by a limiting 
procedure. 
We treat first Theorem 0.1. If A is diagonalizable, T- ‘AT = A = diag( Ai), 
then the matrix pair A, = (A, rZ) is diagonalizable, too, with eigenvalues 
(Ai, r). If p is an eigenvalue of C, then (Z.J, r) is an eigenvalue of C, = (C, rZ). 
From (2.2) we get 
rhi - rp 
mp ljlcLlB+1’12dm G IITll2llT-‘ll2~2(4~ C,). (5.1) 
Multiplying (5.1) by r, using Proposition 1.5 and considering r + 00 gives 
my I& -A 6 IIA - Cll2llTll2llT-‘ll2 
i.e. Theorem 0.1. 
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Similarly we get Theorem 0.2 from Theorem 3.1. Here we have to use the 
fact that if A is the departure from normality of the matrix A E C,,, “, then 
Using this inequality in (3.4) leads to Theorem 0.2. 
When deriving the classical Hoffman-Wielandt Theorem 0.3 from (4.1), 
one has to use the fact that there is a fixed permutation ?r and a sequence 
{rj> -+ 00 such that 
5 p2((‘iy’j)y (p,,i,,rj))~d2F(AT,‘CTI). 
i=l 
Again, multiplying by rj, considering 1 ‘--, 00, and using Proposition 1.5 for the 
Euclidean norm gives Theorem 0.3. 
It should be mentioned that this limiting procedure was used previously 
by Stewart [lo]. 
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